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The WINGS OF FIRE saga continues!Deep in the rain forest, danger awaits...Glory knows the

dragon world is wrong about her tribe. After all, she isn't "as lazy as a RainWing" -- she isn't lazy at

all! Maybe she wasn't meant to be one of the dragonets of destiny, as the older dragons constantly

remind her, but Glory is sharp and her venom is deadly... except, of course, no one knows it.When

the dragonets seek shelter in the rain forest, Glory is devastated to find that the treetops are full of

RainWings that no dragon could ever call dangerous. They nap all day and know nothing of the rest

of Pyrrhia. Worst of all, they don't realize -- or care -- that RainWings are going missing from their

beautiful forest. But Glory and the dragonets are determined to find the missing dragons, even if it

drags the peaceful RainWing kingdom where they never wanted to be -- in the middle of the war.
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The Dragonets of Destiny are headed to the secluded kingdom of the RainWing dragons in search

of a cure for their wounded guardian, Webs. The RainWings dragonet, Glory, hopes to find out more

about her tribeÃ¢â‚¬â€•specifically, that they are not lazy and useless. Like Clay and Tsunami

before her, Glory learns that returning to a lost home is disappointing and perhaps her place in the



prophecy is not the mistake she has believed it to be. A mystery involving missing dragons and a

secondary group of dragonets advances the arc begun in The Dragonet Prophecy (2012.) While

GloryÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s story is strong on its own, readers will need to be familiar with the previous books

in the series to fully understand the scale of what is happening. Grades 4-7. --Kara Dean --This text

refers to the Library Binding edition.

Praise for WINGS OF FIRE BOOK TWO:"[A] perfect adventure for young fantasy fans to sink their

teeth into." --SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNALPraise for WINGS OF FIRE BOOK ONE:"Dramatic

battle scenes, double-crosses, and one seriously deranged queen makes WINGS OF FIRE a series

that should have broad appeal for middle-grade fantasy fans." --BOOKLIST"Fast-paced and

detailed, this first installment in a new adventure series is entertaining." --KIRKUS"Readers of all

ages will be enchanted by the humanistic storyline and the page-turning excitement." --LIBRARY

MEDIA CONNECTION

Truly amazing! This book is a true page turner, down to the last sentence! I suggest this book for

8-14 year olds, or simply dragons lovers!

Love this series, it's imanginitive with out allowing you to guess where the story line is going.

Memorable characters, can not wait to read the next book in the series and buy them for my

grandkids to read!

This one of the best books in the series! Glory, a Rainwing, has never felt like she fitted in with the

crowd. She was taken away from the Rainforest Kingdom as an egg by the Talons of Peace when

the Skywing egg broke, and her scales always changed color with her mood. After she and her

fellow dragonets escape from the Sea Kingdom, they meet a dragon named Jambu and leads them

to his home. Read the rest to find out more!

I loved it. Very interesting details, worlds. Can't wait to read book four. I love Glory. Big focus in this

book.

This book is one of the best so far. I am curious at when peril will come back into the story.

I think this book was amazing with everything that happened. I did not dislike any part of it. Over all



the rating of the book is 10 out of 10.

I purchased for my daughter, she liked the story but this was a badly printed copy. There were 4 to 5

pages with ink smears! I would like to address this with  but, I am not sure how to process my

complaint.

My daughter intently watches  to see when the next book comes out... She LOVES them. As soon

as she is able to order them she sits and waits for the mail every day until it comes. I can't get her

nose out of these books!
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